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 Annotasiya: Insоn mа’nаviy оlаmining shаkllаnishidа аvvаlо uning e’tiqоdi, 

uning аtrоfidаgi insоnlаr bilаn bо‘lgаn о‘zаrо munоsаbаtidаgi ishоnch muhim rоl 

о‘ynаydi. Ishоnch, e’tiqоdning shаkllаnishigа insоnning ruhiy, аqliy fаоliyati, 

ijtimоiy muhit vа insоnlаr bilаn bеvоsitа vа bаvоsitа mulоqоti tа’sir kо‘rsаtаdi. 

Insоnning e’tiqоdi, ishоnchini о‘zgаrtirish оrqаli uning mа’nаviyatini hаm 

о‘zgаrtirish mumkin. Insоngа sо‘z bilаn tа’sir qilishning ya’ni ishonch-e’tiqodni 

shakllantirishni bilish vа ulаrni qо‘llаsh tа’lim-tаrbiya ishlаrini sаmаrаli tаshkil qilish 

bilаn bоg‘liq muhim nаzаriy vа аmаliy vаzifаlаrni xаl qilishgа xizmаt qilаdi.  

Tаdqiqоtning аsоsiy vаzifаlаri etib, ishonch-e’tiqod tushunchalarini 

shаkllаntirish mеxаnizmlаrini аniqlаsh bеlgilаngаn. 

Kalit so‘zlar: ishonch, e’tiqod, imon, xabar, xatti-harakat, dunyoqarash, oila, 

etnos, adabiyot, televideniya, avtaritet.  

Аннотация: При формировании духовного разума человека огромным 

правилом является его вера и взаимное доверие в общении с людьми. 

Психические и духовные процессы, социальная атмосфера, а также прямые и 

косвенные взаимодействия влияют на то, как развиваются вера и убеждения. 

Можно изменить свое мнение, изменив эти ценные качества. Знание и 

поддержка того, как воздействовать на человека словами или как сформировать 

веру и уверенность, помогает справиться с важными обязанностями, 

связанными с эффективной организацией образовательной работы. 

Изучение механизмов формирования веры и убеждений планируется как 

важнейшая задача этого исследования. 

 Ключевые слова: вера, убеждение, отчет, поведение, перспектива, семья, 

этнография, литература, телевидение, престиж.  

Abstract:  When forming person’s spiritual mind, his belief, and the mutual 

trust in communicating with people play a huge rule. Mental and spiritual processes, 

social atmosphere and the direct and indirect interactions affect the way the faith and 

belief develop. It is possible to change one’s mind through changing those valuable 

qualities. Knowing and supporting how to affect a human with words, or how to form 

faith and confidence serves to deal with important duties related to effectively 

organizing educational work. 

Exploring mechanisms of forming faith and belief is planned as crucial duties of 

this research. 

Keywords: faith, belief, report, behaviour, perspective, family, ethnography, 

literature, media, prestige. 
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Introduction. The interaction between people happens through using tongue 

and mind is also shaped via tongue. Tongue is directly connected with thought, and 

the culture of thought is presented when humans interact with each other and on how 

to behave against others opinions. Thus, it is normal to relate human interactions with 

moral process, because interaction is a product of human knowledge, perspective and 

intellect. It is urgent today for educational organizations to learn how to develop the 

conception of faith and belief on the basis of efficient interaction. 

The process of developing faith and belief, which was done efficiently, 

optimizes the interaction in society, and prevents conflicts among people. Just like 

that, it serves to increase the efficiency of moral and educational intellects of 

students, helping to enlighten the independent reasoning of them.  According to the 

order of President, number-49-47 07.02.2017 statement, fourth section of the strategy 

of efforts to develop the Republic of Uzbekistan says «Bringing up younger 

generation healthy, morally and intellectually developed, independent thinker, loyal 

to country is ordered and increasing the activeness of them in society is planned». As 

our president Shavkat Mirziyayev claims, «In this insane and dangerous era, it is 

being so important for our government to nurture youngsters as patriots and to save 

them from poisonous aspects of life».  Learning new ways to form faith and belief is 

so crucial in terms of theoretical and practical aspects in effectively using them. 

Literature review. The initial methods of forming strong faith goes far beyond 

to old India and antic era philosophy. In ancient India, convincing methods through 

evidencing thoughts has developed in the same way as oratory. The special features 

of oratory are seen in the book of A.O.Makovelskiy  called «Mantiq tarixi»(the 

history of logic). Likewise, summarizing and concluding are based on evidencing in 

India, too. Asking for help from authority was counted as a final step in proving. 

Opposite sides in arguments tended to gain willingness and trust of auditory through 

proving their statements based on the facts of books and scientists. 

 Also, orators of antic era called for help from authority. Aristotle,in his 

«Rhetorics»book, defined the nonuniversal methods of arguments which orator uses 

when forming faith and belief conceptions of auditory. Aristotle overvalued the roles 

of authority and customs and traditions when forming the conceptions of faith and 

belief.(4) 

Abu Nasr Forobiy and Abu Ali Ibn Sino, who are middle century scientists, 

once claimed in their books that addressing to intuition, authority, customs and 

traditions have a particular impact on forming faith and belief of auditory towards 

orators. Middle century scholastic philosophy scientists valued highly the role of 

authority in forming strict faith and belief conceptions. Contextual argumentation 

methods are noted in the books of I.Kant. Investigating nonuniversal methods of 

argumentation has stepped forward in the second half of twentieth century. Different 

approaches to argumentation influenced heavily on the development of this process. 

In scientific research of like Yu.Xabermas, B.Rassel, D.Mur, the impacts of 

authority, fresh mind, customs and traditions were investigated on forming faith and 

belief. Russian scientists including A.Ivin, E.Lisanyuk, A.E.Reshetova and others 

explored some of the issues that we are facing now. Likewise, numerous scientists 

like M.Umarova, T.Tuychiyeva also gave valuable explanations about those 
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mentioned themes in their dissertations; however, this does not relate with faith and 

belief conceptions. Exactly the same caveat is given in the monographs and manuals 

of E.G’oziyev, B.Husanov, L.Muhammadjonova.  

Research methodology. In this article, logical procedures like  analysis and 

synthesis, falsification and verification and hermeneutic analysis, which are based 

objectiveness and operational principles, are widely used. 

Analysis and results. Faith and belief conceptions have aroused huge interests 

since very early eras and it urged to think carefully, also today its culmination hasn’t 

been lost.  

In the last five years, by our president there are numerous obligations have been 

made, saying that inhabitants need to believe government, right judgements in courts 

should be made, private enterprises can run their business safely. We can see those 

reforms to be so important for inhabitant’s faith and mood towards government. 

First of all, if we brainstorming with the conception of faith, «faith-is a factor 

which contributes to believing one’s words, his or her work and willingness and 

sympathy towards them and of course, the basis for establishing a strong interaction».  

Faith is based on mutual honesty, being justice and iyman.  According to the 

way the relationship develops, either the faith strengthens or breaks up.  

Faith- is a crucial factor of nurturing person and a root of forming belief. 

Let’s come up with the word belief, «belief (in Arabic language means faith, 

iyman) is a particular aim, faith to traditions and thought which expresses the method 

of the perspective». 

The conception of belief can be addressed differently in different science-

philosophy literatures; for instance, knowledge is the most important factor of arising 

the belief. However, belief and knowledge are not the same conceptions. Of course, 

the role of knowledge is so deep, meaning that it has a huge role in the strength of 

belief. Not all knowledge provides the strong belief, but experienced and deep-rooted 

knowledge in one’s mind provides belief with strength.  

While faith characterizes one’s intellect and characteristics, belief can be seen in 

the behaviour. 

According to above statements, it can be concluded that faith and belief 

conceptions are the system of intellect, which are the essential factors of forming life 

position and perspective. 

Stages needed to form faith 

1. Delivering to receiver. If someone who is being convinced does not see or 

listen report, it does not affect him. 

2. Paying attention to report. This convinced person need to pay attention, 

otherwise the aim of this report may not come true. 

3. Understanding the information. The convinced person should at least 

comprehend the essence of the report in order to have an effect. 

4. Concluding according to report. If instructions change, it can be concluded 

through essence of report delivered to the convinced person. 

5. Consolidating new instructions. If new instructions is forgotten, report loses 

the ability to affect the future endeavour of the convinced person. 
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6. Changing instructions into endeavour. If the aim of report is affecting to 

endeavour, then endeavours need to be made through new instructions. 

Convincing someone to something- can be made only if the convinced people 

agree as a result of logical thinking and conclusions and  are ready to save it, or make 

an effort according to it. 

Beliefs are shaped through behaviour and judgements, and then later on it 

navigates and controls thinking, speech, behaviour and will. 

Inner beliefs of people can form through numerous factors such as: 

1. Family impact. The features of relationship between family and relatives, 

customs and traditions,  parent’s beliefs, family behaviours. 

2.  Ethnos. Society, historical traditions, the impact of culture. 

3. Literature. Subject, art and others roles. 

4. Media. Internet, the impact of mass media. 

5. Authority. Teachers, ideal people, psychologists, ideologists and others 

impacts. 

Beliefs are stable connotations, they don’t change at all no matter what changes 

in surroundings (only if surroundings don’t refuse belief). Beliefs change through 

inner circumstances and through forming new methods. 

Conclusion/Recommendations. 

All in all, faith is thought to be the relationship between subject and object, also 

evidencing someone’s or something’s faith, or truth regardless of logical proof.  

Belief – is a factor of perspective of person, also it opens opportunities to people 

to know the truth about the world and to assess it. Furthermore, it controls the 

behaviour and determined endeavours. For most people the highest degree of faith 

can be seen through iyman.  

People always think over about faith and belief when they start a kind of 

relationship. People always ask themselves, «is my efforts true?», «is it judicious if I 

do this?» and so on. In order to get answers to those questions first of all we need to 

comprehend the true meaning of faith and belief conceptions and we need to know 

ways to improve it. 

Each method plays an important role to find answers to questions asked 

themselves and to form strong faith and belief conceptions to build a bright future.  
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